Previous research in our laboratory has demonstrated robust circadian variations of cytokines and cytolytic factors in enriched NK cells from rat spleen, strongly suggesting these functions may be subject to circadian regulation. The SCN mediates timing information to peripheral tissues by both humoral and neural inputs. In particular, noradrenergic (NE) sympathetic nervous system (SNS) terminals innervate the spleen tissue communicating information between central and peripheral systems. However, whether these immune factors are subject to timing information conveyed through neural NE innervation to the spleen remained unknown. Indeed, we were able to characterize a circadian rhythm of NE content in the spleen, supporting the role of the SNS as a conveyor of timing information to splenocytes. By chemically producing a local splenic sympathectomy through guanethidine treatment, the splenic NE rhythm was abolished or shifted as indicated by a blunting of the expected peak at ZT7. Consequently, the daily variations of cytokine, TNF-a, and cytolytic factors, granzyme-B and perforin, in NK cells and splenocytes were altered. Only time-dependent mRNA expression of IFN-c was altered in splenocytes, but not protein levels in NK cells, suggesting non-neural entrainment cues may be necessary to regulate specific immune factors. In addition, the rhythms of clock genes and proteins, Bmal1 and Per2, in these tissues also displayed significantly altered daily variations. Collectively, these results demonstrate rhythmic NE input to the spleen acts as an entrainment cue to modulate the molecular clock in NK cells and other spleen cells possibly playing a role in regulating the cytokine and cytolytic function of these cells.
Introduction
There is accumulating evidence linking the immune system with circadian regulation. For instance, several light input pathways, including the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), may modulate the immune system (Chacon et al., 2002; Roberts, 2000) . Further, several studies have described circadian variations of different immune parameters such as lymphocyte proliferation, antigen presentation, and cytokine gene expression (Demas et al., 2003; Levi et al., 1991; Maestroni and Conti, 1996) . Importantly, the activity of natural-killer (NK) cells also varies depending on time of day (Arjona et al., 2004; Esquifino et al., 1996; Fernandes et al., 1979) , and is associated with the circadian variation of tumor clearance (Shakhar et al., 2001) . Previously, we have characterized the rhythmic expression of putative clock genes and proteins in splenocytes (Arjona et al., 2004) , and NK cells (Arjona and Sarkar, 2005) , isolated from the rat spleen. Cytolytic factors granzyme-B and perforin, in addition to cytokines TNF-a and IFN-c, are expressed rhythmically in these cells (Arjona et al., 2004; Arjona and Sarkar, 2005) . Importantly, the clock gene Per2 may drive the rhythm of IFN-c in the spleen (Arjona and Sarkar, 2006) . However, the influence of the SCN in the control of canonical clock gene expression and cellular function of the spleen, particularly in NK cells, is not known.
Circadian rhythms generated by the central biological clock of the SCN govern many aspects of physiology and behavior, including locomotor activity, sleep-wake cycles, autonomic and endocrine function. The SCN is entrained by an array of internal and external cues, including light input through the retinohypothalamic tract (RHT), interacting across several feedback pathways that allows for coordination and synchronization among many physiological systems. At the cellular level, individual SCN neurons generate spontaneous firing patterns oscillating near 24-h rhythms (Herzog et al., 1998; Honma et al., 1998; Welsh et al., 1995) , which may become synchronized by synaptic and/or non-synaptic mechanisms (e.g., Drouyer et al., 2010; Dudek et al., 1993; Kent and Meredith, 2008; Prosser et al., 1994; Welsh et al., 1995 
